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May 2020 

NEWSLETTER 
 

Chairman’s message 
 
Great Challenges in 2019 and early 2020 on Continuing Professional 
Development Events 
 
In 2019, Hong Kong had lots of social 
disorders linked up with violence. 
These social disorders deterred most 
of the planned IOSH HK Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) 
events.  
 
In 2020, the impact of "Coronavirus 
Disease 2019 (COVID-19)" is so big in 
terms of both its widespread and 
severe consequence. Staff had to work from home where possible. 
Students had to stop going to school. The government announced prohibiting group gatherings of more than 
four people in public places in late March. These disease control measures limited using a physical venue as 
usual for any CPD events. 
 
At the same time, many production operations had to be continued, such as construction. Now, they even had 
one extra high health risk, the COVID-19, to manage. Obviously, there is a big gap between supply and demand 
of CPD to share knowledge. So, what could IOSH HK do to help? 
 
Opportunities 
 
IOSH HK suggested Labour Department to consider accepting Webinars for the CPD requirement for renewal 
the Registration of Registered Safety Officers. This suggestion was made after a survey to all IOSH HK members. 
A report was submitted in September 2019.  
 
In mid-April 2020, Sarah Davidson, Executive Committee Member on International Affairs, and her team 
members, conducted a Webinar on "Crisis Management and Continuity Planning for COVID-19 in APAC". We 
brought in IOSH’s webinar programme and its controller. This was IOSH HK’s inaugural Webinar and it was 
successfully completed. 
 
In late-April 2020, we ran another Webinar “COVID-19-Mitigating the effects - Your Mental and Physical 
Wellbeing”. This was an initiative by the IOSH Presidential Team with a view to strengthen the awareness of 
IOSH members about specific COVID-19-related issues. Thank you to Felix Chan, our Executive Committee 
Member on Communication, taking lead to work and coordinate with all relevant parties for this break-
through. 
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These organised Webinars not only shared useful information with our members, but also lessons learnt 
through the hands-on experience of running these Webinars. These lessons learnt, including monitoring 
continued participation and its proof, will be useful for us to review and submit further recommendations to 
the Labour Department for their consideration.  
 
After the social disorders and COVID-19, it is a clear indication that Webinars can overcome the related 
impacts. These benefits need to be adequately considered. 
 
We would welcome our members’ views on webinars. Please email your views, if any, to Raymond Man, 
Administrative Officer, at hongkong@ioshnetworks.com.  
 
Thank you! 

 
Duane Cheung 
Chairman, 2019/2020 

mailto:hongkong@ioshnetworks.com
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IOSH webinar – COVID-19: IOSH Hong Kong and Singapore host pandemic 
webinar with CBRE 
 

On April 15, 2020, IOSH Hong Kong, in partnership with CBRE, hosted two COVID-19 seminars – one in 
Cantonese and one in English - with over 1,900 participating in the sessions from around the region and 
Europe.  The two 45-minute presentations were led by three CBRE Health & Safety Professionals and IOSH 
members:  

 

   
  
The webinar covered a number of planning and response measures, including holistic crisis management of 
the pandemic from an organisational perspective. CBRE introduced its COVID-19 Protocols covering 
preparation and prevention, communication, response, and recovery.  The speakers also shared their 
experiences on using real time intelligence for supply chain management, and business continuity.   Thereafter 
the presentation covered the management of wellness and wellbeing, including how CBRE supports its 
employees working remotely.  The webinar concluded with a discussion on workplace re-entry and the 
enhanced use of technology in supporting a post-COVID-19 workplace. 
  
Delegates were provided with a copy of the presentation, including CBRE’s latest pandemic hygiene video, and 
recent research around how COVID-19 is expected to impact the real estate industry. 

 

 

 
About CBRE 
 
CBRE Hong Kong has grown considerably through natural expansion and strategic acquisition since the 
business first entered the market in 1978. Today, Hong Kong is CBRE’s strategic regional hub and Asia Pacific 
headquarters, with more than 1000 professionals working together to provide our clients the best and most 
informed real estate solutions. 
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IOSH webinar – COVID-19 mitigating the effects – your mental and 
physical wellbeing 

 
On April 27, 2020, IOSH Hong Kong, co-organised by HKARMS, hosted one COVID-19 webinar. The webinar was 
designed by the IOSH Presidential team, addressed how our mental and physical can being impacted during 
the current pandemic and the need to raise awareness relating to the well-being issues associated with COVID-
19.  
 
During the session, the speakers talked about prevention, outcomes, and support, exploring the relation of 
stress (related to the current situation) and the importance of understanding how stress can be the origin of 
various negative outcomes or vice-versa. It provided guidance on the role of occupational safety and health 
providers in looking after themselves and others. 
 
The 60-minute presentation was led by two IOSH Presidential team members:  

 
            

                

Dr David Gold 
Vice President 

Ir Prof. Vincent Ho 
Immediate Past-President 
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Substances hazardous to health  

 
This article is shared by Mr. John Lacey, IOSH Hong Kong Hon. Advisor. 
 
With this short article I return to basics, which on some occasions we tend to 
overlook. 
 
The IOSH ‘No time to lose’ campaign is focusing on a list of high-profile materials 
which are attributed to Occupational Cancer. The campaign is continuing to be 
enthusiastically taken up by organisations as well as individual Members which 
is a great achievement. We must however not forget other substances which 
can also have drastic effects. 

 

A short insight into what can occur: - 

 
A machine operator was taking a lunch break when it was noticed by a factory cleaner that a foam-like 
material was leaking from a pipe attached to the machine onto the floor. The cleaner seeing this as a slip 
hazard decided to scrap the material off the floor.  By the time the material was cleaned the leak had stopped. 
The floor was completely clean when the machine operator returned from lunch. The Cleaner said nothing to 
anybody, they didn’t want cause a fuss and it was the normal job to keep the works clean and he continued 
cleaning elsewhere in the factory.  

 
A few days later the cleaner began to feel chesty, wheezy and had great trouble breathing. The condition got 
worse and after going to the Doctor then Hospital for further tests, it was identified the Cleaner was suffering 
with severe asthma caused by the product that was being manufactured and irreversible damage to his lungs 
had occurred.  

 
The above gives us a number of lessons to be learnt: - 

 
1. Clear communication to all personnel on the materials been used/produced in a facility and action to 

be taken to prevent harm must be made. Not just to those in direct contact. 
2. Reporting of any incident with a clear procedure/framework for investigation and close-out needs to be 

seen as common practice. 
3. Ensure a culture within organisations to encourage inclusivity at all levels. Nothing should be too much 

trouble. 
4. Information to be clearly displayed for all to see where materials are hazardous both those used and 

being produced. Simple steps on the production line identifying/signing the hazards of what was being 
produced would have helped prevent the above. 

 
I have not stated what the material was because in reality the situation could have applied in many a 
workplace involving various production materials.  

 
Sometimes we focus on the big picture and forget situations right in front of us which are seen as everyday 
occurrences which if not captured can lead to drastic consequences.  
 
No surprises! 
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor 
 
The article is written by Mr. Tony Small, a HSEQ Director at Gammon 
Construction Ltd which has a reputation for delivering high quality projects 
throughout China and Southeast Asia. He is IOSH Hong Kong Hon. Advisor as 
well. In this article, Tony will share his COVID-19 experience. 

 

The experience with COVID-19 and how as Safety Professionals we advise our 
organisations on controls and precautions has been a challenge for us all.   The 
biggest lesson for me was the need to be flexible as further formation became 
available about this novel virus and to readjust the advice I was giving my 
organisation. 
    
Hong Kong has done a remarkable job with COVID-19 and when we talk about ‘Culture’ we should remember 
how HongKongers moved rapidly to apply the precautions and controls learned from SARS.  This is a good 
example of how people rapidly change their behaviours to meet the threat and this did not need legislation.  
  
The government’s Centre for Health Protection (CHP)  https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/eng/index.html  has in 
my view done incredible job with its strategy of isolating suspected cases, identifying and quarantining close 
contacts, and keeping the public informed via its thematic website and daily press briefings.     

 
1. Alert our People 

 

In my organisation we started discussing COVID-19 on the 20th January and by the 22nd January it was the main 
agenda item in our weekly management meeting.   The seriousness of the virus was not clear at that point and 
I recall we discussed whether we should alert our people, or should we carry on business as usual?   A few of 
our team shared their experiences of SARS and the actions taken back then so we decided we must alert our 
people and revisit our Business Contingency Plan (BCP) for Influenza Pandemic.   
 
We referred to various sources of information such as the World Health Organisation and the Centre of Health 
Protection which has good advice on dealing with Influenza.   Our BCP for influenzas was last reviewed in 2017 
and we dusted it off and with a few minor amendments it ready for briefing – or at least that’s what we 
thought.  By coincidence that evening on the 22nd January we had a Project Managers Briefing so this provided 
the ideal opportunity to alert all our leaders and take questions. 
 
The briefing was well received with many questions raised we realized our BCP needed overhauling to reflect 
all the questions that has been asked.  The media at that time was already saying that travel to Wuhan was 
being restricted and our procurement manager explained a key supplier of precast concrete was based in 
Wuhan and we discussed the potential impact.   We agreed immediately to restrict travel to Wuhan and to use 
judgement on travel to other areas in China and to begin to use video conferencing instead.   

 

2. Review Business Continuity Plan   

 
The Chinese New Year holiday soon followed, and with the situation changing rapidly our team worked on the 
BCP over the holiday period to include the additional controls required on how to how open the sites, 
undertake health declarations and temperature taking.  We owe a debt to many of our colleagues who had the 
wisdom to go to places like Sham Shui Po during Chinese New Year to procure thermal scanners.  

 
 
 

 

https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/eng/index.html
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor (cont.) 
 
On the 29th January we reopened our sites with the health assessment, temperature taking and travel 
declarations. This proved a challenge as site entrances were a pinch point and we had hundreds of people 
queuing to complete the declaration.  Our teams soon adapted and worked to make this efficient and used 
tables to spread out the assessment by individual sub-contractor to avoid gathering. 

 
We had discussed the use of Face Masks and whether we should insist they were worn.  The Centre for Health 
Protection recommended masks for public transport and the WHO warned of the need to prioritize masks and 
not to assume masks are the only control. This was interesting for me speaking to our top managements – my 
advice was they are ‘not mandated’ but following discussions it was clear our people were very uneasy with 
persons not wearing them. We checked the stocks we had and assessed we could provide enough masks for 
two weeks and so went with them being mandated. It was interesting however that most staff and workers 
had their own and so stocks would last much longer than we initially assessed. It was an interesting time and 
we were using our supply chains to try and secure more masks but many orders were accepted then simply 
cancelled.  
 
3. Risk Assessment  

 
Palm keys entry turnstiles were identified as high-risk touch point but legally they must be used under the 
Cap.583 Construction Workers Registration ordinance. We discussed various control options and decided to 
mitigate the risk by installing hand washing stations and sanitizers immediately after the turnstiles and 
requested they be used. Facial recognition was already being used on some sites instead of the Palm keys but 
we assessed this it required face masks to be removed so we were changing one risk for another and it was not 
necessarily a better control.    
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor (cont.) 

 
Training staff to undertake the health assessment - those undertaking this role were identified at increased 
risk and so with our health care leader we developed a procedure and provided training. A few of our staff 
were very worried they were being put at increased personal risk and so we made this voluntary and 
acknowledged the mental well-being of our people was just as important.  

 

 
 

Environmental Hygiene and Improved Cleanliness – our procedure from SARS was well established and we 
immediately implemented this on all sites with training courses provided for all those undertaking this role.   
We identified that site toilets were the highest risk locations and the PPE for these locations included full face 
vizor and plastic gowns. Our Health Care team produced a Training video and we used ‘Microsoft Teams’ to 
hold virtual training sessions with all our sites.  

 
To ensure the standards on hygiene were being maintained all our Directors and Managers were asked to go 
to sites every day to support their teams and to undertake self-assessment on cleanliness. This has continued 
until now and I have to say how impressed I am with the positive attitude of everyone helping with the 
cleaning.   
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor (cont.) 

 
Health and Travel Declaration – on our sites in Hong Kong on a normal day we have a combined staff and sub-
contractor workforce of about 18000 people. In the first few days after CNY we had about half the normal 
number return with some on holiday and others deciding to stay away due to the virus.   

 

We had decided to take a precautionary approach and as the CHP had already declared a few imported cases 
we asked anyone who had been to mainland China in the past 14 days to refrain from coming to site. We had 
over 550 people declared they had been to China on the first day and they all co-operated and went home.  
We gave full pay and special ‘sick’ status to these workers to encourage them to stay home for the 14 days. 

 
Open or Shut the sites to reduce risk - In early February and I suspect many organisations did the same we 
were discussing should we close our sites to protect the health of our workers. We considered the various 
factors and this new term ‘social distancing’ was recommended by the WHO and so we assessed various 
locations. Our largest project has a workforce of over 2500 people and so we asked ourselves how can we 
keep it open. In our risk assessment we also looked at how much space each worker had and with a gross floor 
area of 3 million ft2 it was a lot.  So with an average of 1200 ft2 each we determined the site itself was not the 
risk area but the site entrance was. For completing the health assessment, we developed a QR code app that 
allowed everyone to scan this and immediately answer the questions – the app remembered who you are and 
your details, and so it took less than 10 seconds to completed and provided us with a very accurate and digital 
list for contact tracing. 
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor (cont.) 

 
At the large site I just mentioned we also invested in a very expensive but very high-quality thermal scanner 
similar to that at the airport and this further reduced the risks. Workers did not need to stop to have their 
temperature taken and could walk straight through. 
 
Our experience with most thermal scanners was that they were not that accurate, and we did benchmark 
them. What was interesting was that most were inaccurate by up to 1.5 °C but they were consistent. As there 
was a critical shortage we had to make do and whenever someone was 1.5 °C above the average we would use 
the ear thermometer to double check.  
 
The high-risk areas we identified were actually our site offices and by contrast to the actual site these are very 
crowded with some locations having 4 colleagues sitting side by side and face to face in just 90ft2. At all these 
locations we took actions to spread our teams out and this was done by a mixture of controls such as Team A 
and Team B, home or remote working and relocating teams to other office locations. Microsoft ‘Teams’ has 
become our standard way of working and whilst it took a little while to get used to, all meeting are now virtual. 

 
Briefing and Communication with our employees – we have a weekly call on ‘Teams’ to all our projects to 
discuss current safety performance and ensure lessons from incidents and audits are shared rapidly. This was a 
great platform and every week I have used the WHO, CHP and MOH sites on COVID-19 to brief our team and 
give a perspective of what’s being going on. I also listen every day to the briefing from Dr. Chuang Shuk-Kwan 
from the CHP and this has been invaluable at being able to clarify the position and official advice from the CHP 
and to pass this to our people. 

 
Dealing with Suspect and Confirmed Cases – I am pleased to say in Hong Kong we were fortunate not to have 
a confirmed case but like many organisations we had many suspected cases and had to treat them as if they 
were confirmed.   We got in the routine of when it was advised an employee or close relative was being tested 
we immediately identified who were close contacts at work and asked them to refrain from work. The office 
was closed for day and we arranged for deep cleaning.  We had determined the CHP would decide who ‘Close 
Contacts’ were but from the CHP briefing we gathered it wasn’t necessary to shut the entire office for 14 days 
and after deep cleaning it was ok to re-open.   In one case as had to send 40 people home whilst we waited the 
test result for suspected cases.  4 of our engineers had been out in Lan Kwai Fong when the bar cluster broke 
out – we determined they had been back in work a few days and highly likely the colleagues they interacted 
with might be exposed so we shut the office, arranged deep cleaning and did not re-open until the negative 
result came back 3 days later. 

 
In our Singapore division we have had 6 confirmed cases – all 6 workers had been residing in the Tuas View 
Dormitory and have been caught up in the cluster there. I am pleased to report all 6 are in good health and 
have been moved from Hospital to a government isolation facility. We then worked quickly with the Land 
Transport Authority to relocate workers to temporary living quarters away from the high risk dorms. Here’s a 
link to our Havelock project that converted its offices into temporary living quarters: 

 

https://www.scmp.com/video/coronavirus/3083090/coronavirus-singapore-houses-migrant-construction-
workers-site-after 

https://www.scmp.com/video/coronavirus/3083090/coronavirus-singapore-houses-migrant-construction-workers-site-after
https://www.scmp.com/video/coronavirus/3083090/coronavirus-singapore-houses-migrant-construction-workers-site-after
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COVID-19 experience sharing by an international contractor (cont.) 
 
All our dormitory based workers have remained under ‘Stay at home Notices’ and this has been a huge 
challenge for them particularly from mental health perspective.   Our team in Singapore have been helping by 
having daily calls with the workers to keep their spirits up and by delivering food and drinks.   

 

Source of information; 
https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/eng/index.html 
https://www.moh.gov.sg/covid-19 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ 
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019   

 

https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/eng/index.html
https://www.moh.gov.sg/covid-19
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
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Upcoming events in the 2nd quarter of 2020 
 
 

Date Professional Event 

July 2020 - IOSH Hong Kong Branch Annual General Meeting 2020 
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Membership update 
 
Membership Statistics as of May 2020 
 
 Member 

CFIOSH 23 

CMIOSH 398 

CMIOSH (retired) 8 

FIOSH (retired) 1 

MIOSH 5 

Grad IOSH 191 

Tech IOSH 37 

AIOSH 6 

Affiliate 142 

Total 811 
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Editorial 
 

We would like to appeal to members who have articles, papers, etc. being valuable for sharing in this 
Newsletter to contact the Editorial Team at hongkong@ioshnetworks.com for coming issues. 
 

 
Editorial Team 
 
Ms. Felix Chan 
Mr. Benny Chan 
Mr. Raymond Man 
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